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Bradley Charles Cooper was born on January 5, 1975 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His mother, Gloria
(Campano), is of Italian descent, and worked for a local NBC station.Bradley Charles Cooper (born January 5,
1975) is an American actor and filmmaker. He has been nominated for many awards, including seven Academy
Awards and a Tony Award, and has won a Grammy Award and a BAFTA Award.The father of one was
accompanied at Winfrey’s event by girlfriend and model Irina Shayk. Other guests included Beto O’Rourke,
Melinda Gates, Michael B. Jordan and Lisa Borders.Bradley Charles Cooper was born on January 5, 1975 in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His mother, Gloria (Campano), is of Italian descent, and worked for a local NBC
station.Whenever I ran into Bradley Cooper on the “A Star Is Born” promo trail — a cocktail party in Toronto,
the premiere in Los Angeles, the American Cinematheque tribute, the AFI Awards, the ...Irina Shayk and
Bradley Cooper are usually intensely private, but they've been stepping out more frequently in recent months in
support of A Star Is Born, which has been nominated for a plethora ...2 Who Will Be Godparents to Meghan
and Harry's Baby? From a stylist to a tennis legend, see who is on Meghan and Harry's short list. Read
MoreAfter graduating from Georgetown University in 1997, Bradley Cooper set his sites on becoming not just a
working actor, but a good actor. He enrolled in the Masters of Fine Arts program at the ...Bradley Cooper is an
Oscar-nominated actor who first made a name for himself on the TV series 'Alias' and went on to star in films
including 'Silver Linings Playbook,' 'American Hustle' and ...Bradley Cooper, in full Bradley Charles Cooper,
(born January 5, 1975, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.), American actor who first gained fame in comedic
films and later had success in action and dramatic roles. - Bradley Cooper

